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28This article discusses a form of urban tourism branding based on the archetypical form of consumerism:
29leisure shopping. Commodity fetishism is instrumental not only to increasing mainstream fashion sales
30but also to rejuvenating and multiplying city images on the global competitive market. Drawing from
31fieldwork performed in Paris, the article analyses and discusses the strategies developed by key players
32to promote leisure shopping for urban tourists. It specifically focuses on the actions of public-led tourism
33marketing organisations. Paris is historically renowned as a capital of style and a commercial metropolis,
34which can easily be used as a basis to develop urban branding strategies for promoting tourism. However,
35urban branding based on leisure shopping per se was rarely fostered until recently. Previous theoretic
36reflections on urban development and consumption – leading to debates on the ‘‘fantasy city’’, the ‘‘cul-
37tural-creative city’’ and ‘‘local shopping streets’’ – provide the analytical basis for understanding the pro-
38motion of leisure shopping as an urban tourism branding strategy in Paris and the changing relations
39between urban political economy and consumer capitalism.
40� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
41

42

43

44 Introduction

45 By the end of the 20th century, most world cities had focused on
46 tourism as a source of revenue (Hoffman, Fainstein, & Judd, 2003;
47 Judd & Fainstein, 1999). The economic and cultural production of
48 cities through tourism became important in late capitalism, while
49 urban redevelopment scenarios were planned to accommodate
50 additional retail spaces and welcome a variety of city users
51 (Martinotti, 1996). Together, these two elements secured both
52 increased individual consumption and international investment
53 (Evans, 2003; Gotham, 2002; Judd & Fainstein, 1999; Tretter,
54 2011). This article connects the on-going promotion of commercial
55 resources in tourism to a changing panorama in urban develop-
56 ment by examining leisure shopping as a theme for urban tourism
57 branding in Paris, France. The luxury fashion industry developed
58 early in the 16th and 17th century in Paris, where it was also dis-
59 played by the Royal court (Williams, 1982: 8). Two centuries later,
60 the city was the stage for the establishment of urban commercial
61 culture, forged by the ‘‘aesthetics of the consumer metropolis’’
62 (Tiersten, 2001: 57). The history of the mid-nineteenth century
63 commercial revolution and luxury fashion are embedded in the
64 city’s physical forms as well as in its sense of place; these two ele-

65ments constitute strong premises for the branding of Paris for its
66leisure shopping. In the shift from commercial to neoliberal capi-
67talism, luxury fashion became a more valuable source for the con-
68sumerist branding of the city, often driven by the investments of
69premium companies quoted on the stock market such as LVMH
70(Louis Vuitton and Moët Hennessy group) or PPR (Pinault-
71Printemps-Redoute group, today renamed Kering). Suburban retail
72real estate – such as shopping centres and retail parks located on
73the outskirts of Paris – and luxury fashion also took hold in the
74French capital and its region in the last decades of the 20th cen-
75tury, often intersecting with what Marc Berdet defines fantasmago-
76ries du capital postmodernes (‘‘postmodern phantasmagorias of
77capital’’) (Berdet, 2013: 155–262). This is the case for instance of
78the high-end factory outlet La Vallé Village on the eastern outskirts
79of the Paris metropolitan region. Parallel to luxury and fashion
80shopping, Paris is also connoted by more mundane commodity
81exchange in its neighbourhoods (Lallement, 2010, 2013). A more
82popular commercial image of the city, emphasising leisure shop-
83ping facilities, somehow received less attention in tourism promo-
84tion until recently. Today local policy makers seem keener to focus
85on urban leisure shopping and provide new readings of urban Paris
86as a shopping destination. This shift constitutes the object of this
87article.
88This article integrates literature on urban tourism branding as a
89planning and marketing strategy (Ashworth & Voogd, 1990;
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90 Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005) with more critical accounts of the
91 social construction of urban meaning and legitimacy through place
92 marketing consistent with contemporary urban politics (Bradley,
93 Hall, & Harrison, 2002; Colomb, 2012; Kim, 2010; Vanolo, 2008).
94 In this article, the focus is not on urban commodification, the con-
95 struction of premium consumerist spaces or tourism bubbles, in
96 contrast to previous studies investigating consumption and the
97 visitor economy (for overviews on these matters see Gottdiener,
98 1997; Judd & Fainstein, 1999; Ritzer & Liska, 1997). The article
99 instead relies more on debates on the recognition of local retailing

100 as sociability incubator (Oldenburg, 1989) and as intangible cul-
101 tural heritage (Zukin, 2012). The article questions the trend of
102 explicitly integrating leisure shopping into urban branding by ask-
103 ing: What is the nature of branding policies in Paris? Is it alterna-
104 tive to other typical understandings of urban branding? Is the
105 acknowledgment and exploitation of shopping tourism a new fea-
106 ture of urban development strategies in Paris? What can this single
107 case study add to contemporary debates on urban political econ-
108 omy and consumer capitalism?
109 The article is based on a case study emphasising the process of
110 branding Paris through leisure shopping fostered by tourism
111 marketing policies. Special attention is paid to the engagement of
112 public-led tourism institutions beyond this process. The research
113 was conducted in 2012. A preliminary analysis of a variety of freely
114 available secondary sources (public documents, websites, maga-
115 zines, press releases) was performed, along with the direct obser-
116 vation of the shopping and tourism landscape of Paris. These
117 sources were used to identify major strategies of connecting lei-
118 sure shopping to urban tourism branding in the city. Following this
119 first phase, a group of public and private actors was identified as
120 key stakeholders in the observed process. They were interviewed
121 qualitatively in order to investigate their policies, aims and visions
122 more closely.1 The data analysis was inspired by discourse analysis
123 and its uses in urban research (Jacobs, 2006).2

124 After introducing and presenting the theoretical framework of
125 this article in the next paragraph, the historical link between Paris,
126 commercial culture and tourism is described in the third para-
127 graph. Tourism and urban branding in Paris is discussed in detail
128 in the fourth paragraph, leading to an account of how local actors
129 have recently turned to leisure shopping as a theme for contempo-
130 rary urban tourism promotion in the city. In the discussion, the
131 article considers the ambiguous world outlined by the branding
132 of urban retail and tourism. This process concerns the renewal of
133 the historical legacy between Paris and luxury design and the dif-
134 ferentiation and multiplication of images of leisure shopping in
135 Paris. In the conclusions, the outlined set of material and discursive
136 practices for economic and geographical competitiveness contrib-
137 utes to answering the main questions of the article.

138 Urban branding, tourism and leisure shopping

139 Literature in the field of urban studies has widely debated the
140 way cities become commodities as a consequence of their reposi-
141 tioning towards tourism. Urban environments have become con-
142 sumption spaces in their entirety, often turning into ‘‘malls with

143no walls’’ (Featherstone, 1991; Gold & Ward, 1994; Gotham,
1442002; Gottdiener, 1997; Hannigan, 1998; Kearns & Philo, 1993).
145However the archetypical forms of elusive consumption – leisure
146shopping – have rarely been discussed per se (an exception are
147the forerunner articles of Jansen-Verbeke (1990, 1991)). On the
148other hand, leisure shopping is increasingly informing the choice
149of destination among visitors (Merenne-Schoumaker, 2001;
150Moscardo, 2004), making it a feature of the competition between
151cities and a target for city branding (Anttiroiko, 2014). Recently a
152Globe Shopper City Index was published by the custom research
153division of the Economist Intelligence Unit,3 and Global Blue, a
154leading tourism corporation best known for providing VAT refunds
155to international tourists (EIU, 2011). The European report states that
156the Index ‘‘seeks to find out which of 33 European cities are best
157placed to take advantage of the continent’s reputation among inter-
158national consumers’’ (EIU, 2011: 3), stressing that certain shopping
159facilities might stand alone as a motivation or reason of interest in
160a city.
161Leisure shopping draws on specific aesthetic and experiential
162activities involving the pleasure of window shopping and browsing
163through commodities (omitted to maintain the integrity of the
164review process); an activity devoted principally to shopping for
165clothes and accessories, which elsewhere is referred to as ‘‘fun
166shopping’’ (Gravari-Barbas, 2013: 81). A number of destinations
167in Asia, Europe and the U.S. have already distinguished themselves
168as shopping destinations. They range from the so-called capitals of
169fashion (Paris, London, New York; see Anttiroiko (2014)) to cities
170and neighbourhoods characterised by a high density of traditional
171shops and markets with an ethnic and/or ‘‘authentic’’ character
172(e.g. night markets in South-East Asian cities; see Hsieh and
173Chang (2006), cities and neighbourhoods characterised by a high
174density of hypermodern shops (e.g. Dubai; see Henderson
175(2006)) or fake villages completely devoted to mass consumption
176and retail (lifestyle centres, retail parks, themed-based outlet cen-
177tres; see (omitted to maintain the integrity of the review process).
178These destinations may base their branding on either historical
179legacies or completely newly developed retail real estate projects.
180In keeping with the increased value of city image in late capitalism
181(Gold & Ward, 1994; Harvey, 1989; Lash & Urry, 1994; Short,
1821999), the urban branding of leisure shopping and tourism relies
183on a less homogeneous set of images than generally discussed,
184including: luxury design and fashion; niche products addressed
185to subcultures; enclosed corporate shopping centres; or vernacular
186shopping streets. The nexus between urban governance and the
187role of signs, visual images and information in fostering global
188economies has already been analysed with reference to specific
189representations such as those related with postmodern spectacle,
190mega-events, culture and heritage cities, the green economy, Infor-
191mation and Communication Technologies and – more recently –
192‘‘smart’’ development (Hoffman et al., 2003; Rossi & Vanolo,
1932012: 30–48). These sets of images have been used to sell cities
194worldwide and attract consumers of services, experiences and
195commodities through the establishment of urban branding as a
196marketing strategy in most capital cities across the continents
197(Dinnie, 2011).
198Urban studies literature analysing the link between commercial
199activities, tourism and urban branding can be summarised as:
2001. Urban branding based on postmodern spectacle. As Kevin Fox
201Gotham explained, since the rise of what Guy Debord (Debord,
2021973) called ‘‘the society of the spectacle’’ in the early ‘70s, ‘‘the
203need to present the tourist with ever more spectacular, exotic
204and titillating attractions’’ has increased (Gotham, 2002: 1737).

1 Twenty-two semi-structured interviews with key players were conducted in
Paris between March and September 2012. Their length varied from30 to 90 minutes.
Interviewees ranged from the City councillors in charge of retail or tourism to
representatives of retail or tourism organisations. They also included private actors
such as the representatives of the retailers’ lobby or the marketing managers of
department stores and shopping centres. They were asked about their understanding
of the relationship between Paris and shopping/tourism and their strategies to
promote leisure shopping among tourism audiences.

2 This research particularly acknowledges the post-structuralist approaches that
consider narratives as a strategy linked to politics of representation (Rossi & Vanolo,
2012: 13).

3 The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) is the consultancy unit of the Economist
group, a multinational media company specialised in international business based
in London.
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205 This gave rise to the ‘‘fantasy city’’ (Hannigan, 1998), a city where
206 room is made for show business brands by selling licensed mer-
207 chandise on-site. Large retail centres accompany major flagship
208 developments (such in the case of Berlin’s Potsdamer Platz
209 (Colomb & Häussermann, 2003)), while premium retail citadels
210 are established in suburban areas, often trying to reproduce the
211 image of the ‘‘fantasy city’’, and sometimes becoming tourism des-
212 tinations in their own right (Goss, 1999; Timothy, 2005). Negative
213 implications of urban development associated with this kind of
214 branding consist in the commoditisation of urban leisure followed
215 by the privatisation of public space (Sorkin, 1992); the segregation
216 of citizens that cannot consume it (Davis, 2006); and the homoge-
217 nisation of urban space under the same corporate thematised pro-
218 file (Gottdiener, 1995, 1997; Ritzer, 1993).
219 2. Urban branding and the ‘‘cultural-creative’’ turn. The popularity
220 of the works of authors such as Florida (2002, 2005) and Landry
221 and Bianchini (1995) has introduced the much-abused idea of
222 favouring the renaissance of obsolete urban space into buzzing dis-
223 tricts, devoted to welcoming well-off international knowledge
224 workers and – consequently – investors. While the aim of the arti-
225 cle is not to discuss the many critiques of the notion of creativity or
226 the relationship between the so-called creative economy and the
227 city (Pratt & Hutton, 2013; Scott, 2006), it is important to stress
228 a shift in urban branding based on the notion of culture instead
229 of ‘‘mere’’ entertainment. Cultural events have started to be associ-
230 ated with local productions because of their peculiar creative pro-
231 cess that could become profitable, in this renewed context, in
232 fostering tourism and consumption. As Vanolo pinpoints, ‘‘such
233 endeavours appear to be explicit ways of associating a product
234 with a place (or co-branding), developing the capabilities both of
235 selling the city and of selling the product, and creating new sym-
236 bols for both the geographical location and the commodity under
237 the aegis of the celebration of culture, which certainly helps in sell-
238 ing both’’ (Vanolo, 2008: 380).
239 3. Local shopping street. Since the 1990s a variety of protection
240 measures have been introduced to safeguard certain commercial city
241 centres from the advent of suburban corporate consumption spaces
242 (Guy, 1998). These have ranged from Town Centre Management
243 (TCM) to Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) (Coca-Stefaniak,
244 Parker, Quin, Rinaldi, & Byrom, 2009; Peel, Lloyd, & Lord, 2009). The
245 outputs of these tools – which are strictly entrepreneurial and aimed
246 at downtown revitalisation (Ward, 2010) – fall into the typologies
247 mentioned previously. TCM and BIDs have also served to expel
248 unwanted street walkers and inhabitants from public spaces
249 (Lippert, 2012) and legitimise non-elected entrepreneurial coalitions
250 in deciding on public spaces or urban regeneration (MacLeod, 2011).
251 Drawing on the sociability incubator that local shopping streets may
252 represent (Oldenburg, 1989), vernacular commercial venues have
253 started to be considered as the opposite to downtown or especially
254 regenerated areas. Local shopping streets are defined as ‘‘urban cul-
255 tural ecosystems (. . .) formed by ordinary city dwellers interacting
256 in vernacular spaces’’ (Zukin, 2012: 282). As Zukin continues
257 ‘‘(U)nlike the standardised architectural designs and transnational
258 ownerships of both central shopping streets and suburban malls,
259 [local shopping streets] present a ‘face’ of local social and cultural
260 identity’’ (Zukin, 2012). Local shopping streets also provide useful
261 sites for tourism: Zukin herself states that she spotted the local shop-
262 ping street in Amsterdam, later becoming part of her fieldwork, in the
263 English-written Amsterdam Time Out! (Zukin, 2012: 283).
264 Branding the ‘‘fantasy city’’ or the ‘‘cultural-creative city’’ is often
265 connected with uneven urban landscapes characterised by residen-
266 tial and commercial gentrification (Hamnett, 2003; Van Criekingen
267 & Fleury, 2006) Urban development paradigms as such have often
268 been criticised in terms of the urban standardisation they foster
269 (Vivant, 2013) or because of their elitism and ambiguous social
270 and political implications (Hammett, Hammett, & Cooper, 2007;

271Zukin, 2010). In contrast to those, ‘‘local shopping streets’’ are
272becoming popular because of their ability to spread local develop-
273ments in neighbourhoods that are off the beaten track and sustain
274diverse, independent retailing (Zukin, 2012). In one of the most
275famous articles on the political economy of tourism and urban
276branding, Kevin Fox Gotham (2002) states that for Lefebvre
277(1991), tourism was ‘‘something involving people travelling to loca-
278tions that are consumed as spaces of consumption, instead of the cir-
279culation of commodities among people.’’ (Gotham, 2002: 1753). The
280urban branding of leisure shopping per se can be understood as pro-
281viding urban experiences to be sold to tourists. It also aims to facil-
282itate the circulation of commodities among tourists. Tourists-
283consumers are often seen as ‘‘resources’’ that might placate the
284effects of the economic recession certain cities are facing. It is worth
285noting that the branding of ‘‘local shopping streets’’ to tourism is not
286immune from the negative implications of ‘‘fantasy’’ or ‘‘cultural-
287creative’’ branding (Zukin, 2008). Moreover, the typologies
288described are not self-excluding, or equally adopted in all parts of
289the world. As different as they are, the ‘‘fantasy city’’ branding, the
290‘‘cultural-creative city’’ or the ‘‘local shopping street’’ branding, all
291emphasise the role of retail services and the shopping experience
292in forging urban landscapes suitable for tourism.

293Paris, the capital of shopping?

294Aesthetic and experiential shopping is often associated with the
295Paris cityscape, and has long constituted an attraction for visitors.
296As early as the 17th century, Paris-based French court life con-
297sumer habits were imitated by the upper classes throughout Eur-
298ope (Tiersten, 2001: 59). Later on, at the end of the 18th century,
299the galleries of the Royal Palace were:

300‘‘(. . .) a sort of Paris within Paris, a centre of life, pleasure, lux-
301ury, any kind of inebriation; all Europe longed to come here
302and foreigners spent their booty at Royal Palace cafés, brothels,
303play houses, shops. No pleasure was good, no luxury object had
304a price, no commodity was fashionable if they were not coming
305from the [Paris] Royal Palace.’’ (Lavallée (1846) quoted in
306Berdet, 2013: 42; Author translation; Author emphasis)

307The Royal Palace galleries were the models for the arcades built
308at the beginning of the 19th century and which much fascinated
309Walter Benjamin, himself a frequent visitor to la ville lumière in
310the early 20th century. A step in consumer capitalism was taken
311by the city between 1860 and 1900, when France pioneered in
312retail and advertising. Paris was ‘‘a sort of pilot plant of mass con-
313sumption’’ at that time (Williams, 1982: 11). This was expressed by
314the new department stores, the most famous of them lining newly
315built, opulent boulevards. David Harvey (Harvey, 2003: 212)
316underlines that Baron Haussmann’s reforms of that time changed
317Paris into a city devoted to consumerism, spectacle and leisure,
318something which is part of the city’s cultural heritage today.
319Department stores represented the constructed form of synthesis-
320ing Paris’s establishment as a commercial metropolis. Their status
321was not immune to criticism due to the difficulty of French politi-
322cal culture in accepting ‘‘liberalism as both an economic and a
323social doctrine’’ (Tiersten, 2001: 3).
324In 2012, when the research this article is based on was con-
325ducted, only four historical department stores still operated in
326Paris, two of them located on Boulevard Haussmann, the Galeries
327Lafayette and Le Printemps.4 The annual footfall on this major shop-

4 In another research devoted entirely to Parisian department stores and tourism
branding (omitted to maintain the integrity of the review process), the Author
considered Le Bon Marché in Paris’ 7th district, the BHV in the 4th district, the Galeries
Lafayette and Le Printemps in the 9th district. This selection reflects that adopted by
APUR (2006, 2012).
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328 ping street was reported as 120 million.5 Evans (2003) remarks that
329 department stores represented the first consciously designed socio-
330 spatial prototypes to blur the distinction between traditional urban
331 tourism attractions – such as museums and art houses – and retail
332 activity. Department stores ‘‘first encouraged free entry and brows-
333 ing’’ (Evans (2003: 436)), a possibility that also contributes to the
334 stores’ repositioning as a tourist destination, in a similar manner
335 to other cultural sites (Cummings & Lewandowska, 2002: 22–3,
336 quoted in Evans, 2003). Indeed historical department stores have
337 become urban icons able to promote tourism not only in Paris but
338 also in many other European cities.6

339 Parisian department stores are also quoted in Global Blue/the
340 Economist Intelligence Unit European Globe Shopper City Index
341 (EIU, 2011), where Paris stands in fourth position after London,
342 Barcelona and Madrid.7 The city is described as having ‘‘the most
343 boutiques on the Index, as well as urban malls and shops, from the
344 Galeries Lafayette to les Puces, the famous flea markets.’’8 Global Blue
345 appears to have already classified the city’s consumerist appeal as
346 due not only to its modern commercial iconic venues (the depart-
347 ment stores), but also to corporate mass-market venues (the non
348 better specified ‘‘urban malls’’) that are important elements of Paris’s
349 ‘‘fantasy city’’ landscape. Along with these, shopping resources
350 include non-central niche-consumerist locations and less standard-
351 ised venues such as ‘‘the famous flea markets’’. Flea markets are
352 intended as ‘‘cultural’’ shopping sites since they are part of the tan-
353 gible and intangible heritage of Paris as much as department stores.
354 They are also ‘‘cultural ecosystems’’ following Zukin’s consideration
355 of vernacular space (2012). They also provide an ‘‘authentic’’ flare to
356 commodity exchange; ‘‘authenticity’’ being the most sought-after
357 feature among tourists as urban consumers (MacCannel, 1973;
358 Zukin, 2008). Although they are not capitalism-based shopping ven-
359 ues, flea markets are useful for city branding. Their value may be as
360 much as that of the luxury designer brands on Faubourg Saint-
361 Honoré or Avenue Montaigne, the locations that translate Paris’s his-
362 toric legacy with luxury industry9 and haute couture catwalks on the
363 urban shoppingscape, suitable for city marketing (Kapferer, 2011).
364 City branding images addressing tourism include flagship products
365 and venues – ‘‘those which build the positive dimensions of the city
366 image abroad’’ (Kapferer, 2011: 186) – as well as the salient culture
367 of the city.
368 Some shopping sites have become de facto tourist attractions in
369 Paris. Douglas G. Pearce noted that ‘‘if visiting churches represents
370 one face of tourism in Paris, the historical and cultural, shopping
371 constitutes another, the modern and commercial’’ (Pearce, 1999).
372 According to the press releases distributed by the Paris Convention
373 and Visitors Bureau during the communication campaign called
374 Shopping by Paris, 60% of visitors to Paris revealed that shopping

375was one of their main motivations for deciding to visit the city
376(OTCP, 2011). While little data is available on tourism and shop-
377ping, what there is seems to confirm that the areas demonstrating
378a strong legacy of luxury shopping or the rise of a retail culture in
379Paris are all major tourist attractors. According to Premier Tax Free,
380another company providing VAT refund to non-EU consumers, the
381boulevard Haussmann area recorded 26% of Parisian tax-free trans-
382actions in 2010. The Faubourg Saint-Honoré area (22%) and the
383Champs-Elysées (20%) followed. Avenue Montaigne recorded 11%
384of tax-free transactions while the 6th arrondissement (a district
385dense with high-end shops including the oldest historical depart-
386ment store still operating, the Bon Marché) recorded 8% (OTCP,
3872011). The annual footfall on the Champs-Elysees – the famous
388shopping avenue that today hosts both the historical luxury brand
389Louis Vuitton and the mass market brand H&M – was 90–100 mil-
390lion in 2010, a quarter of whom were tourists (Picard, 2011). This
391limited data is based on the quantity of tax-free sales, a number
392that considers neither national nor European tourism nor non-
393refunded transactions by international tourists. Some scholars
394have also documented the tourism appeal for non-central niche-
395consumerist locations through qualitative analysis (Van
396Criekingen & Fleury, 2006).
397In the Globe Shopper City Index (EIU, 2011) London is consid-
398ered to have more shops, a wider range of international brands
399and better accessibility than Paris, while Barcelona and Madrid
400offer high-end and luxury products at a lower price. Although
401dropping to fourth position in the overall score, Paris ranks first
402in cultural services in addition to shopping, matching the idea of
403a shopping city ‘‘with a culture’’ rather than just commodities.
404Commercial venues and the shopping experience are embedded
405with the city urban culture (Lallement, 2013).
406Both corporate and independent contemporary retailers are
407increasingly directing more attention towards urban tourism, in
408an attempt to capitalise on culture city fetishism. The Head of
409the Union du Grand Commerce de Centre Ville (UCV), a lobbying
410group composed mainly of corporate retailers and luxury groups,10

411stated that ‘‘urban tourism can be a new growth driver for busi-
412nesses to inner cities’’ (Picard, 2011). The same was claimed by the
413Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCIP) in a newsletter
414addressed to local retailers: ‘‘Le commerce11 doit pouvoir bénéficier
415de la manne touristique’’ (Demonchy, 2011) (‘‘retail trade must be
416able to benefit from the manna of tourism’’). A study on tourism
417and shopping in Paris produced by the Paris Convention and Visitors
418Bureau states that shopping is a pillar of Paris tourism (OTCP, 2014).
419While it is not surprising that retailers are interested in attracting a
420more mobile population provided this includes solvent consumers,
421public actors may also be concerned. A reciprocal repositioning of
422retailers towards urban tourism on one side and of public stakehold-
423ers on the other side emerges in Paris; the former forced by the need
424to continue selling commodities and the latter driven by the need to
425continue selling experiences and services in a global competitive
426market.
427Before discussing the actions undertaken by public-led tourism
428marketing organisations, a general introduction to tourism and
429urban branding in Paris is given in the next paragraph.

430Tourism and urban branding in Paris

431The development of urban leisure in Paris in the second half of
432the 19th century not only contributed to attracting new kinds of
433visitors to Paris (e.g. modern tourists), but also fostered a new
434internationally attractive image of Paris as a leisure city

5 Retrieved from OTCP website, accessed on 12/05/2012.
6 As a result of a workshop with international students conducted by the Author

(2014), it was revealed that even in a city which is not generally known as a world
leisure shopping destination such as Helsinki, Finland, the local historical department
store Stockmann is branded for tourism due to the number of tourist visitors.

7 The European Globe Shopper City Index was first published in 2011. While an
Asian Globe Shopper City Index was released in 2012, no update to the European
edition has been published until now. The index is based on a variety of qualitative
and quantitative indicators, evaluating 33 European cities. They are grouped in five
categories: shops, the number and variety of shops and brands, seasonal sales, the
avoidance of counterfeit products; convenience, languages spoken by shopkeepers,
shopping hours, price negotiations and safety; affordability, product costs and
exchange rate stability, accommodation, restaurants, transport; the latter three are
further analysed in the category hotels and transports; culture and climate, measuring
attractions & UNESCO sites, sporting and cultural events, the range of international
cuisine, visa regulations and climate. See also http://www.globeshopperindex.com/
en/Methodology. Last accessed 01/04/2014.

8 http://www.globeshopperindex.com/en/destinations/europe/Paris. Last accessed
01/07/2013.

9 In the 16th and 17th century the French state called for the subsidy and
promotion of luxury crafts and fine arts (Tiersten, 2001: 59).

10 Among them: Printemps, Galeries Lafayette, C&A, Casino, LVMH, CAFOM, Richemont.
11 The French word commerce can assume in English different meanings. However,

the meaning here focuses explicitly on retailing and not any form of trade or business.
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435 (Csergo, 1995: 145). Department stores and the world’s fairs jointly
436 epitomise the ability of commercial culture to attract leisure visi-
437 tors (Picon-Lefebvre, 2013: 131). Today Paris hosts around 29 mil-
438 lion tourists per year (OTCP, 2013) and is considered one of the
439 most visited cities in the world. Reflecting the Globe Shopper City
440 Index, Paris is continuously struggling to maintain its tourism lead-
441 ership against London, an issue that is much debated in the popular
442 press (Bender, 2014; Collomp, 2014; Gordon, 2014; Litzler, 2014).
443 This struggle was also reflected in the competition for the 2012
444 Olympic Games that Paris lost to London. According to some schol-
445 ars, this was not due to any technical gaps in the Paris dossier, but
446 rather the fragile brand that Paris represents (Anttiroiko, 2014: 68;
447 Kapferer, 2011). The Anglo-American type of urban branding is not
448 applied straightforwardly in Paris. For many years, Paris has stood
449 out for its ‘‘soft approach’’ to city marketing strategies compared to
450 London’s ‘‘hard approach’’ based on power, internationalism and
451 liberalism on one side and a sensuous idea of globalised culture
452 promoted through systematic communication campaigns on the
453 other (Chevrant-Breton, 1997).
454 As far as tourism and urban branding are concerned, relying on
455 the city’s prestigious architectural and cultural heritage image was
456 deemed sufficient until now. Urban interventions in the last dec-
457 ades of the 20th century – the decades which saw the rise of the
458 role of tourism in the global political economy (Judd & Fainstein,
459 1999) – were only fleetingly designed to cater directly for tourism.
460 The Pompidou Centre or the redevelopment of the Louvre, to name
461 but a few famous sites visited by tourists, were primarily thought
462 to celebrate French grandiosity (Pearce, 1998). Douglas G. Pearce
463 considers that the urban image-making and symbolic construction
464 suitable for tourism seems to be a largely indirect and incidental
465 factor in Paris (Pearce, 1998: 473). However urban redevelopments
466 planned for tourism have been done in nearby Marne-la-Vallée, a
467 municipality in the Eastern metropolitan area of Paris. One part
468 became the tourist destination of Disneyland, a project greatly sup-
469 ported by the central government (d’Hauteserre, 2001). Disneyland
470 Paris was followed by the development of another project, Val-
471 d’Europe, including a large regional shopping centre and a high-
472 end factory outlet village. The general development of Disneyland
473 Paris and Val d’Europe falls under the principles of the ‘‘fantasy city’’
474 and it is with this character that it contributed to the semiotic
475 enlargement of Paris’s central tourism district (d’Hauteserre,
476 2013).
477 As far as the municipality of Paris is concerned, the influential
478 socialist Mayor Bertrand Delanoë (2001–2014)12 has always stated
479 his commitment to making Paris a ‘‘shared city’’ (ville partagée)
480 among different social classes as well as different peoples crossing
481 Paris (Clerval & Fleury, 2009). Smoothing over the distinction
482 between what targets tourists and what is planned to serve residents
483 became a policy introduced by the local government. This commit-
484 ment has also had an impact on the nexus between the city, com-
485 mercial activities and tourism. Emanuelle Lallement (2010) noted
486 that under Delanoë, the Paris City website started to group a detailed
487 list of Paris street markets, bouquinistes (the booksellers of used and
488 antiquarian books lined along the banks of the River Seine), second-
489 hand markets, flower markets, and boot sales under its ‘‘Leisure’’
490 column:

491 ‘‘These alternative markets are undoubtedly grouped together
492 because they all administratively represent temporary retail,
493 but isn’t this also because they take part in the same image of
494 Paris, the one of the ‘80 villages’13 of Paris? We can assume that

495this image is delivered to Paris’s inhabitants, who are generally
496fond of living in sociable neighbourhoods rich in services. The
497same image seems however to be addressed to tourists, certainly
498attracted by this so ‘authentically Paris’ neighbourhood life’’
499(Lallement, 2010: 67–68. Author translation)

500Delanoë’s policy of the shared city, not strictly a brand but cer-
501tainly a vision, includes the promotion of ‘‘local shopping streets’’
502suggested by Zukin (2012). It is worth noticing that some French
503scholars have strongly criticised the politics of the current Paris
504socialist administration, mostly because it doesn’t seem to seri-
505ously engage in halting the process of residential and commercial
506gentrification taking place in Paris (Clerval, 2013; Van Criekingen
507& Fleury, 2006). The embellishment of the image of the city and
508the cultural enhancement of the image of Paris are more important
509than responding to gentrification-led socio-spatial urban prob-
510lems. Anne Clerval and Antoine Fleury (2009) consider the action
511of the municipality of Paris to be closer to the paradigm of the ‘‘cul-
512tural-creative’’ city than to the preservation of ‘‘urban cultural eco-
513systems (. . .) formed by ordinary city dwellers interacting in
514vernacular spaces’’ (Zukin, 2012: 282). The result is a city tailored
515for the consumption of the middle and upper classes.
516The nature of branding policies in Paris is less well defined than
517in other cities, such as London. The link between commercial activ-
518ities, tourism and urban branding reflects this specificity. Accepta-
519tion and rejection of consumer capitalism principles applied to
520cities outline an ambiguous sphere, consistent with the nature of
521the French political culture.
522Institutional tourism organisations are becoming important
523patrons of branding Paris for leisure shopping, and in so doing they
524remodel the image of Paris. In the next paragraphs, the process of
525branding Paris through leisure shopping per se is discussed with
526reference to public-led tourism marketing organisations.

527Renewing a historical legacy

528A variety of institutional tourism organisations operate on dif-
529ferent scales in France, responding to city or regional councils
530(Violier, 2003). In Paris, they include the Paris Convention and Vis-
531itors Bureau (OTCP), reporting directly to the City Council and the
532Paris and Île-de-France Regional Tourist board (CRT), which is
533dependent on the île-de-France Regional Council. The CRT mission
534is specifically to promote the destination of Paris ‘‘from either side
535of the peripherique’’,14 the famous ring road that administratively,
536materially and symbolically identifies the city limits. Lastly, the
537national tourism development agency, Atout France, may also influ-
538ence the tourism marketing of Paris. Atout France is a public–private
539partnership with the legal status of a private company; a consortium
540of related businesses, companies, foundations, organisations and
541institutes that pool their efforts to further French competitive advan-
542tage. Tourism organisations as such are important key players in
543adjusting the tourism image of Paris. As far as leisure shopping
544branding is concerned, this process focuses the promotion of Paris
545on its historical legacy with urban consumption and its venues.
546The historically constructed image of the city is proposed as a ‘‘cul-
547tural’’ bonus for leisure shopping. In doing so, the models of the ‘‘fan-
548tasy city’’, ‘‘cultural-creative city’’ and ‘‘local shopping street’’ are
549continuously mixed and transformed.
550In keeping with the most common post-Fordist strategies of fos-
551tering material and immaterial tourism consumption through
552actions involving arts, technologies, local handicrafts, and heritage
553promotion (Gotham, 2002; Savitch & Kantor, 2004), the Paris Con-
554vention and Visitors Bureau (OTCP) and the Chamber of Commerce
555and Industry of Paris (CCIP) started a communication campaign

12 Anne Hidalgo, a member of the Socialist Party herself and formerly Delanoë’s First
Deputy, has now replaced Delanoë. Ms Hidalgo won the municipal elections in spring
2014.

13 The column lists 80 weekly markets (Lallement, 2010). 14 http://www.new-paris-ile-de-france.co.uk/. Last accessed 28/06/2012.
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556 based on promoting the city’s leisure shopping appeal. Called Sol-
557 des by Paris during the winter sales of 2006–2007, it was renamed
558 Shopping by Paris in 2012. Supported by four institutional partners
559 (Paris City Council, ATOUT France, OTCP and CCIP), the campaign
560 has changed slightly over the seven years since it was first
561 launched. It was supported by a dedicated website and initially
562 accompanied by events in some neighbourhoods, then subse-
563 quently integrated into the ‘‘shopping’’ column of the OTCP web-
564 site and other OTCP seasonal events. However, the main
565 campaign identity has not changed: Shopping by Paris15 was organ-
566 ised with the aim of exploiting the historical legacy of Paris as a fash-
567 ion capital and glamorous consumer marketplace (Roll, 2009). In
568 OTCP press releases, Paris is accurately defined as the ‘‘capital of
569 fashion and shopping’’, where ‘‘tourism and retail are complemen-
570 tary’’ (OTCP, 2012: 8; Author emphasis).16 The (then) Head of the
571 OTCP also emphasises a liaison between the luxury, fashion and tour-
572 ism industries that are historically close in Paris.17 This supports the
573 legitimisation of leisure shopping as a theme for urban tourism pro-
574 motion. Branding is an ideological selection process of the tangible
575 and intangible aspects of a place that produce value propositions
576 (Kapferer, 2011; Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005; Knox & Bickerton,
577 2003). Of course, ‘‘branding is not constructing tabula rasa narra-
578 tives; rather, it epitomises a long articulation and framing process
579 that must have a certain basis in the local identity and debates’’
580 (Vanolo, 2008: 371). For Paris, this includes luxury brand design,
581 the legendary haute couture catwalks but also modern commercial
582 institutions, postmodern retail business and local shopping nodes
583 anchored to neighbourhood sociability. The link between urban
584 and commercial phenomena in Paris helps to establish a parallel link
585 between urban identity and its market identity, both shaping the
586 image of Paris as an attractive city that might be called a capital of
587 shopping (Lallement, 2010, 2013).
588 The Paris Shopping Book is published annually by OTCP at the
589 start of the campaign, introduced by a personal editorial of the
590 (former) Mayor.18 Proposed itineraries tie luxury boutiques – Place
591 Vendôme jewellers or Avenue Montaigne haute couture stylists –
592 with global corporate stores. A few independent fashion designers
593 are also proposed. Most recommendations, however, are concen-
594 trated in the central districts of 1er, 2ème, 4ème, 6ème et 8ème arron-
595 dissements (Paris inner districts), where 4 out of the 7
596 administratively recognised tourism zones are also located. Prestige
597 department stores including Le Printemps and the Galeries Lafayette
598 in the 9th district are listed in a dedicated column. The itineraries
599 proposed by the Paris Shopping Book mostly concentrate on an
600 extended area of what French architect and planner Virginie Picon-
601 Lefebvre calls the ‘‘hyper-Paris of tourists’’ (Picon-Lefebvre, 2013).
602 This is an area where the concentration of goods and services
603 devoted to experiential consumption produce a simultaneously real
604 and imaginary place: the Paris of fashion and luxury (Picon-Lefebvre,
605 2013: 130). Indeed, imagination is a strong incentive to travelling.
606 An established brand linked to Paris (Kapferer, 2011), luxury design
607 is associated with specific, delimited locations of Paris and caters lit-
608 tle for the needs and spending power of low-income groups. This
609 image, which is partly, but not uniquely, retraced in the Paris Shop-
610 ping Book itineraries, seems to contradict the idea of the ‘‘shared
611 city’’ the socialist political administrators are committed to. The cor-

612responding area produced when overlaying the Paris Shopping Book
613itineraries primarily represents and contributes to the production
614of a mix of ‘‘fantasy’’ and ‘‘cultural-creative’’ space, emphasising
615the identity of downtown areas as culture and consumption spaces
616turned into leisure and tourism destinations (Ward, 2010).

617Differentiating a consolidated image

618The Paris Shopping Book proposes itineraries that divide the cap-
619ital into shopping sectors, identifying stores of interest to six imag-
620inary shoppers. In the 2013 edition,19 they are the Selects, the
621Trendys, the Creatives, the Bobo-chic, the Ethic-ethnic and the Ast-
622ucieux (‘‘shrewd’’ bargain hunters). Cities are made up of a multitude
623of brands (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005: 512), and so is the shopping
624city, according to consumers’ tastes and spending power. On the
625OTCP website, a variety of shopping suggestions can be browsed
626under headings such as Hot spots, shopping by district, Fashion and
627accessories, Luxury, Gastronomic shopping. . .pinpointing Paris’s
628exploited images, lifestyles and narratives.20 This approach associ-
629ates shopping with Parisian urban culture, coherent both with
630post-Fordist strategies fostering tangible and intangible tourism con-
631sumption (Richards, 2014; Savitch & Kantor, 2004).
632This is also the strategy of the Paris and Île-de-France Regional
633Tourist Board (CRT), whose mission is to promote the city’s histor-
634ical, world famous tourist attractions, seeking to match these with
635‘‘the modernity and vitality of its cultural creativity’’.21 The CRT
636does not produce a specific promotion devoted to shopping like
637the OTCP. Leisure shopping is a theme developed only transversally,
638but the board plans to extend this theme further in future.22 There is
639a shopping section on the CRT website; attractions are listed under a
640variety of headings23 such as Fashion and designers, Culture (in this
641case mainly libraries), Antiquities, Home, Luxury, and Markets, com-
642prising mainly street markets, confirming Lallement’s (2010) previ-
643ously discussed argument.
644The CRT also commissioned a special edition of the Lonely Pla-
645net Paris guide in 2007, published with the title Paris Rediscovered
646(Delabroy, 2011). In keeping with the principle of emphasising
647images of the city based on the much debated notion of ‘‘creativ-
648ity’’ launched by Florida (2002, 2005) and Landry and Bianchini
649(1995) (for an overview in tourism studies, see Richards, 2014;
650Richards & Wilson, 2007), in this guide small scale shops with a
651bohemian feel stand alongside mass market shopping venues and
652the historical department stores. Altogether, they represent a vast
653set of shop windows displaying a variety of images all suitable for
654fostering leisure shopping as a theme for tourism promotion:

655‘‘Paris fashion is more than ever about the freedom to play mix
656and match with prices, such as pairing a top from H&M or Uni-
657qlo with designer jeans, or vice versa. For fashion and shopping
658heavens, go to Galeries Lafayette or Printemps Haussmann
659which both have designers’ sections. Paris is also home to numer-
660ous private stylists whose showrooms you can sometimes visit to
661see them at work, such as Beau Travail or try the Rue Houdon in
662Montmartre and the Rue des Gardes in the Goutte d’Or neighbour-

15 In the article we refer to Shopping by Paris also to point out previous years of the
campaign, when it was actually named Soldes by Paris. We acknowledge that the
claim Shopping by Paris is not consistent with English grammar. The latest press
releases (at the time of writing this article) can be downloaded here: http://
presse.parisinfo.com/actualites/communiques-de-presse/shopping-by-paris-2014.
Last accessed 15/04/2014.

16 Most of the excerpts quoted were originally in French. The translations are the
Author’s.

17 Personal interview, 26/03/2012. See also Roll (2009).
18 The editions of 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013 have been examined.

19 Also available on-line: http://www.parisinfo.com/ou-sortir-a-paris/shopping/
infos/guides/paris-capitale-du-shopping/visites-et-shopping/paris-shopping-book-
2013. Last accessed 24/10/2013.

20 http://en.parisinfo.com/what-to-do-in-paris/shopping/info/guides/paris-capital-
of-shopping. Last accessed 14/04/2014.

21 http://www.new-paris-ile-de-france.co.uk/. Last accessed 28/06/2012. This web
sites as currently changed its name in www.en.visitparisregion.com (15/04/2014)

22 Shopping represents an essential element for the 2011–2016 period, responding
to the wishes of the Regional Council as emerged in an interview with a CRT
employer, Development Unit, Marketing and Communication Office, and in charge of
developing tourism products; 07/06/2012.

23 http://en.visitparisregion.com/attractions-paris/shopping-60356.html. Last
accessed 15/04/2014.
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663 hood, or also Rue Keller, in Bastille.’’ (Delabroy, 2011: 20; Author
664 emphasis).

665 The strategy of promoting smaller-scale shops featuring fash-
666 ion, antique/vintage, design, and art has been credited with foster-
667 ing local development. It may also have significant effects on the
668 retail attractiveness and repositioning of certain districts (Jansson
669 & Power, 2010: 900). In this case, the less famous fashion hotspots
670 selected in the guide contribute to the marketing of leisure shop-
671 ping spaces by transferring their symbolic meaning into the gen-
672 eral image of Paris. In so doing, they differentiate and multiply
673 the image of the ‘‘shopping capital’’ beyond the luxury design dis-
674 tricts. As Novy (2011: 106) summarises, attempts to respond to the
675 desires of many international city visitors to escape planned tour-
676 ism zones and become familiar with experiences and places that
677 have not been constructed for and do not provide for tourists, have
678 introduced new forms of activities and policy concerns. The CRT
679 branding of leisure shopping in Paris follows this trend.

680 Conclusion

681 The urban tourism branding of leisure shopping contributes to
682 the emergence of a sphere in which political and economic stake-
683 holders devise material-discursive practices to reinforce their eco-
684 nomic and geographical competitiveness. Commodity fetishism is
685 instrumental not only to increasing mainstream fashion sales but
686 also to rejuvenating and multiplying city images on the global
687 competitive market. The strategies developed by a limited number
688 of public-led tourism marketing organisations have been analysed
689 in this article with the aim of showing the inextricable link of the
690 actions contributing to the promotion of leisure shopping in Paris.
691 In doing so, different elements were also intersected: the Shopping
692 by Paris campaign, the shopping columns on a variety of institu-
693 tional websites or connected products and a few discourses calling
694 for links between retail and tourism. This has identified Paris as a
695 location where different perspectives on leisure shopping and
696 urban tourism collide.
697 Since the research was qualitative in nature, and focused on one
698 particular city and the ongoing process of branding Paris for leisure
699 shopping, attempts to generalise are problematic. Paris is histori-
700 cally renowned as a capital of style and a commercial metropolis,
701 which can easily be used as a basis for developing urban branding
702 strategies suited to tourism promotion. However, the acknowledge-
703 ment and exploitation of shopping tourism per se is a new feature in
704 public-led tourism policies. In the past, the political culture did not
705 easily accept the emergence of consumer capitalism in France, and
706 today it seems sceptical about proposing a consumerist image of
707 the city. To overcome this problem, the images offered to brand
708 Paris as a leisure shopping destination are embedded with the cul-
709 tural promotion of the city. One of the most quoted articles in urban
710 studies about urban development and tourism is Graeme Evans’
711 ‘‘‘Hard branding’ the cultural city’’ (Evans, 2003). Writing at the
712 beginning of the 2000s, Evans discussed the cultural turn of cities
713 as an adoption of retail marketing strategies aimed at selling urban
714 cultural resources as commodities on a global market. In Paris the
715 commercial city is ‘‘hard culturalised’’. In this light, leisure shop-
716 ping is exempt of cultural and social stigmatisation and can con-
717 tinue to serve contemporary capitalism; this represents a major
718 debate on consumer capitalism demanding further investigation.
719 Multiple images of Paris as a leisure shopping city are offered. In
720 doing so, common branding models related to consumption are
721 continuously mixed and reconstructed. The urban branding of
722 the ‘‘fantasy city’’ is distanced, in favour of the ‘‘cultural-creative
723 city’’, emphasising local tangible and intangible heritage embed-
724 ded in creative industries and products, and in favour of the ‘‘local
725 shopping street’’, emphasising not (so) standardised markets and

726neighbourhood shopping venues. These two models are possibly
727more consistent with the idea of a shared city much vaunted by
728the socialist-led Paris local government. The nature of branding
729policies in Paris, and France generally, is difficult to assimilate to
730forms of branding explicitly based on the attraction of affluent
731mobile populations and international investors. This does not
732mean that the ‘‘soft approach’’ to city branding and marketing of
733Paris does not aim to cater for tourists and the economy. It does,
734but it does so in a more ambiguous, less explicit way. In this regard,
735our analysis points to the theoretical limitations of analysis of
736urban branding based on Anglo-American models; it also empha-
737sises the need to study the specific cultural conditions of urban
738contexts. Future analyses should focus more on power dynamics
739and negotiations on tourism-oriented consumption policies that
740take place outside Anglo-American urban branding paradigms.
741Promoting leisure shopping per se is not purely a Parisian speci-
742ality, it also concerns other cities or regions, which may or may not
743have the historical legacy with fashion and shopping that Paris has.
744The Global Shopper City Index is merely a marketing tool, but its
745very creation demonstrates the increased interest in the matter.
746Further studies are needed to understand the implications of lei-
747sure shopping in contemporary urban development.
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